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THE JOURNEY CONTINUED 

THE BLACKROCK HORDE 

 The heroes travelled to Ley Seren aboard the Crystal Maiden, and 

the Red Riders of Auranoch followed close behind.  The 

Blackrock Horde laid siege to the elven capital of Seren Tir.  

Thousands of orcs and hundreds of trolls, ogres, and giants 

surrounded the beautiful city.  Giants launched rocks and tree 

trunks into the city day and night while elven archers fired an 

endless stream of arrows into the never ending horde of orcs.  

Without help, the city was doomed, but help was coming. 

 The arrival of the heroes turned the tide.  The heroes and the 

Red Riders drove a hole through the orcs and joined the defenders 

within.  The weary defenders had all but lost hope, but the 

upbeat songs of Nickel-Eye the Tune restored their spirits.  

Valandil and the recently crowned King Myer Crowbourne knew 

that it was Terym’s strength that brought the horde together.  

Without Terym, the horde would disperse.  The elves, even with 

their reinforcements, were too few to fight a long running battle 

against the horde.  To end the siege, they would have to slay the 

orc war chief Terym Blackrock himself, a foe that had bested the 

heroes at every encounter. 

 The horde finally broke the elven lines, but the heroes were 

waiting for them.  The grunts and beasts of the horde were no 

match for the heroes and they fell in droves.  Trolls were burned, 

ogres slain, and giants laid low.  It was not long until Terym 

himself emerged to meet the heroes.  This would be their final 

showdown. 
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 Flanked by his most adept shamans and skilled 

warriors, Terym leapt straight into the heroes.  The Halfling 

Harken Hawk was sent flying, and a pack of giants descended 

on his limp body.  The bladesinger Valandil Amandil’s magical 

wards were shattered by the orc shamans and his body was 

crushed by Terym’s hammer.  The ranger Lethias Leith’Koras 

launched volleys of arrows, desperately trying to slay the 

shamans.  The paladin Devaul and his griffon, Virgil, clashed 

with Terym’s elite as the two tried to reach Harken.  Roland 

the Red Mage kept the rest of the horde from flooding over their 

fight with blasts of fire and lightning.  The blade dancer Myer 

Crowbourne, with his elven swords Levana and Allefay, the 

Blades of Sun and Wind, was barely dodging Terym’s blows but 

delivered many cuts in return.   

 Harken, his body broken, watched as the surrounding 

giants lifted their clubs, ready to end his life.  Valandil was 

down, Lethias was being surrounded, Devaul was overwhelmed, 

Roland quickly tiring, and Myer barely holding out.  He could 

not let it end like this.  He could not let his friends die like this.  

His feelings reached his sword Kirith the Burning Blade, and 

Kirith spoke to him.  Kirith would finally accept Harken as his 

master.  The words of power entered Harken’s mind and 

escaped his lips. 

 

 Spread your wings, Kirith. 
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 A bird of flames leapt from Kirith’s black blade, twirling 

and twisting into a pillar of fire that engulfed Harken and drove 

back the giants.  When the flames died Harken was on his feet, 

Kirith in hand, its blade glowing white and crackling with fire.  

Kirith had revived Harken and he slashed at the giants, 

rejoining the fray with renewed fury. 

 The orc shamans lay dead, many slain by Lethias’s 

arrows and Devaul’s blade.  Terym’s mighty swings had not 

slowed.  His glancing blows had bruised Myer and broken his 

bones, but Myer fought on.  Terym did not flinch against any 

of Myer’s slashes, but simply roared back in anger and 

bloodlust.  When Lethias’s arrows pierced Terym’s back, 

Terym launched his hammer at Lethias with enough force to 

put him down.  As Devaul approached, Terym grabbed him by 

the throat and tossed him aside.  Harken came from behind 

and impaled him with Kirith, but Terym laughed and knocked 

him to the ground with a crushing blow from his fist.  Terym’s 

hammer reappeared in his hand, and he turned to face Myer 

once again.  His wounds should have killed him, but Terym’s 

primal fury kept him alive. 

Myer was in a strange stance, ready to deliver his final 

assault—the technique that would make him a living legend.  

He moved as a blur.  A torrent of slashes came at Terym, too 

quick for him to follow.  Myer was a living storm of blades 

raining down upon Terym.  Terym swung wildly, but his 

hammer caught nothing.  To his eye, there were a thousand 

blades that cut and slashed him from all around.  Dust mixed 

with his own blood flew all around him.  His leg could take no 

more and he dropped to one knee.  In the next instant the leg 
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was severed from his body.  One of Terym’s arms came off 

next, and finally his head.  Terym was dead.  Myer stood 

behind the decapitated body, Levana and Allefay coated in orc 

blood that dripped off the tips of their blade.   

 With Terym dead the horde fled.  Seren Tir had been 

saved from annihilation.  On the other side of the battlefield 

the great dragon Jademaw lay dead, slain by the Abyss Walker, 

Zalas.  He had returned the elven princess Doloriel from her 

captivity at the hands of the Cult of Rath in return for a relic 

from the royal vault.  The Sun Lord Selendriel paid Zalas his 

due and he quietly took his leave.  Roland the Red Mage 

remained to tend the wounded.  King Myer stayed to lend aid 

and parley with the elves.  The rest of the heroes needed to 

search for a way to locate the Stone of Solidarity, and with it, 

the Diamond Gate. 

 

INTO DARKNESS 

 The Halfling Harken retold the old legend of an 

artifact that could locate any treasure the bearer’s heart 

desired, the Trevusphere.  He had sought it his entire life, but 

now it seemed the Trevusphere was the only hope of finding 

the Stone of Solidarity.  Perhaps the artifact could find what 

any diviners, including the sun elves’ own oracle, Elona 

Silversight, could not.  Harken, Devaul, Valandil, Lethias, 

and Nickel-Eye sailed the Crystal Maiden to the dwarven 

kingdom of Kor Duraz.   

 The heroes received a cold welcome in the 

underground city of Bryn Duraz.  The peace the dwarves had 
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long fought for had been disturbed by Abyssal rifts that had 

also been opening under the world.  The dwarves were quick 

to blame the heroes for this misfortune.  Despite their initial 

hostility, Nickel-Eye the Tune’s fame had reached even the 

dwarves, and his charm earned them passage deeper into the 

underworld.  Unfortunately, what Nickel-Eye’s smooth 

talking could not get the heroes was more information about 

the Trevusphere.  The world had forgotten many things, but 

the massive vaults of Bryn Duraz forgot nothing.  Determined 

to find the Trevusphere, Harken snuck into the vaults, evaded 

the massive golems that guarded it, and searched the dwarven 

archives.  He returned undetected with the name and location 

of a purged dark elven city, Parsenthes.   

 The heroes set out for the ruins of Parsenthes, travelling 

for days in the underworld with only Kirith the Burning Blade 

to light their path.  Long before Harken had stolen Kirith from 

the Museum of Tortaron, Kirith belonged to the elven warrior 

Kirithil who fought alongside the dwarves of Kor Duraz in the 

purging of several dark elven cities, including Parsenthes.  

Kirith had not forgotten the way and lead the heroes through 

the twisting, lightless tunnels.   

 Parsenthes seemed to be a small city to the surface 

dwellers, but its architecture was nothing less than amazing 

even in its ruined state.  In the limited light, the heroes could 

only observe bits and pieces of it.  No light in the underworld 

had ever illuminated the city in its entirety.  The spires of the 

city reached down instead of up.  Countless bridges and 

platforms ran between the spires, many suspended in 

seemingly impossible positions.  The signs of ruin were 
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evident.  Many bridges were broken and simply lead to a drop 

into the endless darkness below.  The bones, armor, and 

weapons of elves and dwarves lay scattered about so long that 

even the mithril had lost its luster.   

 At the bottom of one of the largest spires, the heroes 

found an amazing treasure collection.  Among the treasure, one 

sword called out to Devaul.  He picked up the sword, in its 

cracked leather scabbard, and unsheathed it.  It had a cold, 

gray blade engraved with these words:  “Take me up Paladin, 

call my name, and strike the heart of evil.”  Nickel-Eye told 

Devaul its name, Baxicurel the Godless Blade.   

 Behind the countless treasures laid a vault that held 

the key to finding them all, the Trevusphere.  The vault was 

protected with the most devious of dark elven traps and the 

finest works of craft and magic.  The passage into the vault was 

only big enough for one flexible elf or one little Halfling.  The 

heroes wished Harken the best of luck as he disappeared into 

the passage.  All they could do was wait and hope. 

 Outside the spire, an Abyssal rift opened.  Demons 

flew out of the rift and swarmed the spire.  Devaul, Lethias, 

Valandil, and Nickel-Eye stood their ground, determined not to 

leave until Harken returned.  With Baxicurel, Devaul sliced 

through the demons with ease.  Lethias loosed arrow after 

arrow.  Valandil drove his blade through many a demon.  

Nickel-Eye kept their spirits up with his battle songs.  But 

hours passed and their strength waned.  None of them could 

close the rift, and the stream of demons did not stop. 
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 The heroes stood blooded and battered around Nickel-Eye, who could no longer 

fight, just barely holding their ground when Harken emerged from the vault.  In his hands 

he held a clear, sparkling ball, the Trevusphere.  With the Trevusphere in hand, they had 

to return to the surface.  Harken had found his greatest treasure and no demon was going 

to stop him from bringing it back.  Harken drew Kirith and lead their escape from the spire.   

 Just outside the spire, a giant, seven snake-tailed demon lord, Kyrclaos, stood 

waiting for them.  Kyrclaos batted Harken aside with his massive helglaive.  Lethias’s 

arrows burned to ash before even striking it.  Valandil’s blade could not penetrate its black 

skin.  But Baxicurel was a sword forged to confront all the evil of this world, and Devaul’s 

slash drew ichor from the demon’s wounds.  Even with Baxicurel, Devaul was fast losing 

strength as he traded blows with Kyrclaos.  Parrying a swing of the helglaive drove Devaul 

to his knee when he remembered the words on the sword.  Streams of power swirled into 

the sword as it gathered strength.  Devaul stood up and called upon Baxicurel as he slashed 

towards the demon.  A brilliant light emerged from the blade that illuminated the entire 

city of Parsenthes, for the first and last time, and engulfed Kyrclaos.  When the light faded, 

Kyrclaos was gone and the Abyssal rift was closing.  Devaul stared blankly into the rift 

before he collapsed.  His friends carried him out of the ruins of Parsenthes. 

 

THE DIAMOND GATE 

 When the heroes returned to the surface, they found that the world was getting 

worse.  The sky was gray.  There were no clouds, the sky was now gray.  The heroes hoped 

the open air would refresh them after a week and a half in the underworld, but instead they 

found the air oppressive.  The crew of the Crystal Maiden was ready and waiting, and so the 

heroes made their way back to Seren Tir. 
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  The heroes flew over the remains of many towns and 

villages that they had passed through in the months before.  

Town guards and militia stood little chance against the invading 

demons.  In the rising chaos, many orcs and bandits grew 

bolder, claiming their own share of the slaughter.  Nickel-Eye 

composed a solemn elegy to honor their deaths. 

The skies over abyssal rifts were gray and the weather 

menacing.  Hard rain bruised the skin and the icy winds chilled 

the bone.  Winged demons approached the Crystal Maiden only 

to be pierced by Lethias’s arrows.  Devaul met them atop Virgil, 

with Baxicurel in hand, and sent many shrieking back to the 

Abyss.  Even the skies were not safe now.  The heroes made 

haste to the elven forest. 

 Harken strutted off the Crystal Maiden and brandished 

the Trevusphere high above his head.  The heroes could now 

find the Stone of Solidarity and the Diamond Gate, and once 

there seal the Abyssal Gate.  None of them knew what they 

might find there or what foes they might face.  Nickel-Eye the 

Tune, renowned for his knowledge of legend and lore, knew only 

that the Diamond Gate held the gates to the Abyss and the 

Meadows, darkness and light, gates that should never be opened.  

But the heroes could not delay.  There was no more time for 

preparation, no more time for planning.  They would depart at 

the next sunrise. 

The Sun Lord Selendriel would not sit idly by.  She would 

accompany the heroes along with her finest Pegasus riders, the 

Wind Runners.  Princess Doloriel also wished to join them but 
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was forced to remain at Seren Tir with the oracle Elona 

Silversight should her mother fail to return.  King Myer 

Crowbourne asked Lament Greyward, leader of the Red Riders 

and one of his oldest friends, to return to Auranoch and lead 

their people in his place should he meet his end.  Lethias 

Leith’Koras spent the night among the trees of Ley Seren, 

brooding over memories past.  Valandil Amandil meditated 

upon his blade, the blade of his mother Merenwen and his 

mother’s father Arathil, who wielded it against the legions of 

the Necromancer Everstone, and finally understood its true 

nature.  Roland the Red Mage readied his rarest components 

and prepared his most potent spells, both arcane and divine, to 

unleash them in what could be their final battle.  Harken 

Hawk counted the value of all the treasure he had gathered in 

their travels since their fateful meeting in Sonnika, and he 

dreamed of what majestic treasure the Trevusphere would lead 

him to.  Devaul wished to be alone, and left his griffon, Virgil, 

aboard the Crystal Maiden. 

The next morning, the heroes departed.  Nickel-Eye 

wished them luck.  This was their stage.  He would remain 

behind to tell their tale.  Harken handed the Trevusphere to 

Devaul, who had the strongest connection to the Stone of 

Solidarity.  He grasped the Trevusphere tightly and recalled 

his memories of the Stone.  His quest to recover the Stone of 

Solidarity had brought all the heroes together.  Their journey 

had taken them across the breadth of the realms and back 

again.  They had defeated the worst of men, both the living 

and the dead, armies of beasts, legions of demons, and majestic 

dragons.  Their road has been long and perilous, their actions 

not always right but righted many wrongs, and soon it would 
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come to an end.  No vision or words came to Devaul, only a faint 

feeling that by setting their course north-east they would reach 

their destination.   

The Crystal Maiden travelled for days, flanked by the 

elven Wind Runners, passing the great port city of Mantyl and 

sailing out over the open ocean.  Devaul held onto the 

Trevusphere, the feeling he had became stronger and more 

focused such that he sensed the slightest deviation from their 

destination.  After twelve days at sea, Lethias, with his keen 

eyes, saw a strange speck on the horizon.  On the thirteenth 

day, the Crystal Maiden approached a strange storm, what 

Lethias had seen the day before.  Devaul told them that the 

Diamond Gate lay within. 

What the heroes witnessed was not a storm, not 

entirely.  The ocean was turning black below them, and above 

the dark waters raged a hellish storm.  Fierce winds stirred the 

black water as lightning danced across jet black clouds.  But far 

above the surface of the sea, the dark clouds suddenly stopped 

and a wall of shining white clouds continued upwards.  All 

aboard the Crystal Maiden braced themselves as they sailed over 

the storm and into the fair clouds.   

From below the Crystal Maiden came deafening cracks 

of thunder and the chilling shrieks of demons.  But no demons 

approached the ship.  No lightning struck its hull.  The Crystal 

Maiden slowed to a crawl as the crew could only see an arm’s 

length ahead in the thick cloud.  Lethias stood upon the bow, 

listening carefully for any obstacles as even his sharp eyes could 

not pierce the shroud.  Holding the Trevusphere, Devaul knew 
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that they were indeed getting closer and so the heroes 

continued onward.   

After a tense hour, the fog cleared and the storm below 

ended.  The heroes stood in awe of what they saw.  Floating 

above the surface of the black water was an immense construct.  

Two pyramids, matched base-to-base, formed an enormous 

diamond in the air.  The top pyramid was a shining, ivory 

white, covered in the countenance of angels set in gold.  The 

pyramid beneath was a dark, obsidian black that seemed to 

drain the very light from all around it.  Pulsating, crimson 

veins ran across it forming the visage of demons and devils.  

This was the Diamond Gate.  Over it, the clouds formed a thick 

shield from the sky.  Below it, the black water sat calm and so 

smooth that one might walk upon it.  Each side of the 

Diamond Gate held a balcony and a massive door.   

 All aboard the Crystal Maiden stared at the Diamond 

Gate, until they regained their senses at Lethias’s warning cry.  

The ancient blue dragon Farantun, known to the world as 

Stormtooth, circled the Diamond Gate.  A swarm of winged 

demons filled the skies around it.  The crew set their course 

for the nearest balcony while the demon swarm moved to block 

their path.  The Sun Lord Selendriel and her Wind Runners 

took to the sky to meet the enemy as Lethias’s arrows streaked 

past them.  With each arrow he let loose, a demon went 

crashing into the dark waters below.  Roland the Red Mage 

stood at the center of the Crystal Maiden’s deck and conjured 

an immense barrier to protect the ship.   

 Stormtooth spewed a blast of lightning that broke upon 

Roland’s barrier.  The elven Pegasus riders and the demons 
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swooped back and forth in a fierce air battle.  Demons tore elven warriors off their pegasi 

and hurled them into the black water.  Stormtooth’s tail swatted a Pegasus out of the sky, 

his sharp claws tore the wings off another, and his enormous maw bit one in half.  

Selendriel’s shining lance pierced the breast of many demons as she desperately tried to clear 

a path for the Crystal Maiden.  Stormtooth loosed another blast of lightning at the ship, but 

Roland’s barrier held fast as they neared a balcony. 

   Stormtooth dove at the Crystal Maiden and landed atop the barrier.  As he dug 

his claws in cracks ran across its surface.  He reared his horned head and drove it through 

the barrier, shattering it like glass.  Valandil and Harken slashed at the dragon’s leathery 

face.  Myer and Devaul leapt onto the balcony as Virgil passed overhead and bashed the 

door open.  Demons swooped in and snatched crewmen off the Crystal Maiden’s deck.  A 

gout of flame from Roland’s hands forced Stormtooth back, and he took to the skies again.  

The rest of the heroes jumped onto the balcony as Stormtooth came round again and smashed 

into the Crystal Maiden.  The ship crashed into the Diamond Gate and crumbled between 

its surface and the dragon’s weight.  The ship’s wreckage fell into the ocean below.  The 

Crystal Maiden had made its final voyage.   

 Stormtooth landed on the Diamond Gate and let out an ear splitting roar.  Lethias 

and Roland stood ready to face the ancient dragon as the rest of the heroes entered the 

Diamond Gate.  The two would not let Stormtooth pass.   

 Inside the Diamond Gate, the rest of the heroes hurried to the core.  The 

pearlescent hallway they came through ended at an immense, circular chamber.  A domed 

ceiling rose high above them, painted with blue skies, thin clouds, and golden rays of light.  

At its height was a silver circle, inscribed with an ancient seal, which outlined the figure of 

a twelve-winged archangel.  Endless darkness lay close below them, the sound of hollow 

wind coming forth.  It was a portal straight into the Abyss itself.  Merely looking upon the 

empty void chilled one’s heart.  Seven other entrances lined the room, all of them having 

two stairways of floating blue crystal that lead to the two crystal rings in the center of the 

chamber, one high and one low.  A crystal bridge ran across each of the rings, and at its 
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center sat an altar.  The altar was fashioned in the shape of 

arms all reaching up to hold a single object.   In the grasp of 

the lower altar’s hands rested the Stone of Solidarity.   

 Hanging between the two rings, between the gates of 

light and darkness, bound by seven gleaming, rune-engraved 

shackles anchored in the crystal rings, was the body of arch 

magus Rathaskyrzar the Undying.  One of the chains dangled 

freely, broken off from the lower ring.  Free of one of his bonds, 

Rathaskyrzar’s eyes slowly opened, revealing glowing red orbs 

like demon’s eyes.  His fingers tightened into fist and his body 

shuddered.  He had lain there dormant for centuries and now 

his withered body began to regain some of its former strength.  

Korvanus, rider of Stormtooth and dark knight of 

Rathaskyrzar, stood at the base of another chain on the lower 

ring.  He pounded at the chain with the Hammer of Garan 

Thar, stolen from the dwarven halls of Kor Garan, used in the 

making of the shackles and thus capable of their unmaking.  

Wizards and black knights of the Cult of Rath stood upon the 

rings, awaiting the release of their dark lord.  Demons came 

crawling out of the portal, ready to serve.  With a mighty 

swing, Korvanus shattered another of the shackles binding his 

immortal master.  Power surged into Rathaskyrzar’s body.  

Myer and Harken went for the Stone of Solidarity, while 

Valandil and Devaul went to stop Korvanus.   

 Outside, Lethias ran along the side of the Diamond Gate 

with Stormtooth in pursuit.  Stormtooth used the Diamond 

Gate itself as a shield, ducking behind it as Roland’s fireball 

broke on the Gate’s ivory wall.  Lethias danced over 

Stormtooth’s tail and under his claws, all the while letting loose 
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a barrage of arrows at the great dragon.  Selendriel set her lance and launched a flying 

charge at Stormtooth’s neck.  Stormtooth was as graceful as he was deadly, and snaked out 

of harm’s way and tore the Sun Lord’s Pegasus out from under her.  Selendriel went 

tumbling through the air, but Lethias leapt and caught his lord.  As he set her down, 

Stormtooth’s gaping maw came down to swallow them both.  But an enormous block of ice 

knocked Stormtooth aside.  He leapt off the Diamond Gate and took to the air.  The Wind 

Runners continued to fight a losing battle.  They had lost over half their numbers, but the 

demons came endlessly.  Lethias helped Selendriel to the balcony and left her in Roland’s 

care.  He ran up the pyramid and stood atop the Diamond Gate. 

 Lethias set his sights on the great blue dragon and set his target in his mind.  Then 

he let his arrows fly.  Each arrow found blood in nearly the same spot, slicing muscle, and 

chipping bone.  Stormtooth winged around and headed straight for Lethias.  Lethias held 

his ground, plucking away at his bow, his mind’s eye focused on a single spot, his stream of 

arrows steady in their purpose.  Stormtooth swooped by and Lethias leapt over his claws. 

The dragon circled for another pass.  Satisfied with his work, Lethias knocked an arrow and 

waited, concentrating on this single arrow and his target.  Stormtooth approached again, a 

blast of lighting building in his throat ready to turn Lethias into ash.  As the dragon was 

almost upon him, Lethias loosed his arrow and the air exploded around him. The arrow raced 

through the sky like a beam of light.  Behind it a swirling vortex of air struggled to catch 

up.  The arrow pierced the base of Stormtooth’s wing like a needle, a moment later the wing 

was blown off.  Stormtooth crashed headfirst into the Diamond Gate, his lightning breath 

spewing across its surface, and continued tumbling onto the other side, clawing frantically to 

catch himself as he slid downward.  Stormtooth caught hold of the balcony where Roland 

and Selendriel stood.  His jaws came forward and took Roland’s arm.  Roland’s staff came 

round and a wave of divine light issued forth, blinding Stormtooth and knocking him off the 

balcony.  With only one wing, Stormtooth could not regain the sky.  He clawed frantically 

at the air before plunging into the black ocean.   

 Myer and Harken sliced their way through the knights, trying to reach the Stone of 

Solidarity.  Korvanus hammered away at another chain, while Valandil and Devaul 
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matched swords with the knights that barred their path.  Virgil flew straight at Korvanus 

to knock him off over the edge.  Korvanus drew his blade, the demon sword Varjsin, and 

sent Virgil reeling with a fierce slash.  Myer looked up into the crimson eyes of Rathaskyrzar 

and froze.  The arch magus summoned tendrils of shadowed flesh that rose up from the 

portal and sent Myer flying.  He caught the edge of the upper ring and hoisted himself up.  

Black knights came at him from both sides, but Myer’s swords flashed and slashed one across 

the chest, and sent the other falling into the Abyss.  More knights charged the blade dancer 

as demons attacked from above and met his wall of steel. 

 Harken fought on alone toward to the Stone of Solidarity.  He gripped Kirith 

tightly and cut down the knights that barred his path, dealing them searing blows with the 

Burning Blade.  As he neared the altar holding the Stone, two demons with five rat-like tails 

each emerged from the darkness below.  They towered over Harken and swiped at him with 

long, sword-like talons.  Seeing Harken in trouble, Devaul whistled for Virgil.  He hopped 

onto his griffon and flew to Harken’s aid, leaving Valandil to deal with Korvanus.   

 Valandil tore a path through the wizards and black knights of the Cult of Rath.  

His magic stopped knights in their tracks or forced them off the ring and into the Abyss.  His 

blade pierced the wards and bodies of the cult wizards.  As he neared Korvanus, Valandil 

let loose a bolt of lightning from his blade, but the dark knight absorbed it with a wave of 

Varjsin and continued to hammer at the chain.  Korvanus gave another mighty swing and 

the chain shattered.  Another binding of Rathaskyrzar had broken.  The heroes could feel 

the power radiating from arch magus.  There was one more shackle to break on this ring, 

but Korvanus turned to find Valandil blocking his path. 

 The room darkened and red lightning crackled in the air.  Myer fought his way 

towards Korvanus and Valandil, Levana and Allefay dancing through the knights and 

demons.  Rathaskyrzar’s voice echoed through the room as he summoned glowing snakes of 

pure flame.  The flame snakes twisted about the chamber, seeking the blood of the heroes.  

A great wind picked up, swirling into a vortex throughout the chamber.  The swords of the 

fallen dark knights were lifted into the vortex and sent flying.  Myer deflected the swords 

flying at him, rolled under a flame snake, and leapt down to the lower ring. 
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 Harken suffered attacks from all directions.  A shadowed tendril pulled his legs out 

from under him and a rat demon’s long talons pierced his chest.  Enraged at the sight of his 

fallen companion, Devaul called upon Baxicurel’s power.  Baxicurel shined bright, even in 

the swirling vortex of lightning, flame, and darkness.  Devaul slashed forward and the 

brilliant beam of light engulfed the two rat demons and, for just a moment, filled the chamber 

with light.  Devaul dropped to his knees, but saw the Stone of Solidarity just in front of him.  

He clambered forward and pulled it out of the many-handed altar.  Rathaskyrzar turned his 

eyes on Devaul and a flame snake pierced the paladin’s chest.  Devaul collapsed.  The Stone 

of Solidarity fell beside him.  His head lay at the edge of the bridge.  He looked down into 

the endless void and saw a beautiful woman who spoke only to him. 

 Valandil had suffered only a few minor cuts from Varjsin, but felt that he was on 

the verge of death.  Each wound from the demon sword drew both blood and soul.  

Korvanus knocked Valandil to his knees when he noticed the Stone of Solidarity had been 

removed from the altar.  Without the Stone, the dark portal to the Abyss began to recede.  

The broken shackles reached towards the crystal rings and began to remake themselves.  

When Korvanus turned back to his opponent, Valandil was on his feet with Myer at his side.  

The two heroes charged the dark knight. 

 The followers of Rathaskyrzar rushed along the bridge to replace the Stone of 

Solidarity.  They stopped short as a pillar of flame erupted from the Halfling.  Kirith the 

Burning Blade had pulled Harken from death’s clutches once again.  He turned to see 

Devaul lying in a pool of his own blood and stood over his friend, ready to defend him to the 

death.  Kirith’s flame matched the fire in Harken’s eyes as knights and demons charged 

from both ends of the bridge.  He ducked under the swipes of the shadowed tendrils and the 

flame snakes passed harmlessly through his body with Kirith in his hands.  He impaled a 

knight to his right and kicked another behind him into the Abyss.  He cut swathing arcs of 

fire to keep the cultists at bay.   

 Myer and Valandil had almost reached their limits, both of them bloody from 

trading blows with Korvanus.  But Korvanus had not slowed a step.  Valandil’s leg was 

drenched in blood from a deep wound in his side.  Blood and sweat ran down Myer’s brow.  
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Shadowed tendrils shot out of the closing portal, entangled the 

weakened Myer from behind, and pulled him off the crystal 

platform.  Valandil grabbed Myer just in time, struggling to 

keep him from being pulled into the Abyss.  Korvanus impaled 

Valandil from behind.  Valandil knew one way to end this fight 

and rid the world of the demon sword protruding from his chest.  

Valandil ran himself up the sword, back into Korvanus, turned 

his mother’s blade round and drove it straight through his own 

chest and into Korvanus’s heart.  He pushed with all his 

remaining strength, pulling Myer up, and then threw both 

Korvanus and himself off the crystal ring and into the eternal 

void.   

 Rathaskyrzar’s screams echoed throughout the 

chamber.  His power waned as his bonds renewed, the 

shackles siphoned the power of the Abyssal portal to remake 

themselves.  Devaul watched as Korvanus and Valandil fell 

past him into the darkness of the closing portal.  He saw 

Harken above him, bloodied and weary, fighting for dear life.  

Winged demons swarmed into the chamber from the other 

hallways.  He could not find Myer and thought him dead.  He 

looked once again into the shrinking Abyss and listened to the 

beautiful voice before the portal disappeared.  A bowl of 

obsidian was all that was left below.  At the center rested a 

ruby ring that circled the graven image of a mound of screaming 

souls.  The chains binding Rathaskyrzar the Undying had 

reformed their link with the crystal ring.  The arch mage was 

denied his freedom.  Even if they reopened the Abyssal portal, 

the Hammer of Garan Thar was lost in the Abyss along with 

Korvanus.  Devaul could feel the warmth of life draining from 

his body.  The droning buzz of death filled his head.  For the 
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first time in many years, fear gripped the paladin’s heart.  His 

goddess would not save him.  He would die in this forgotten 

place.  He could not let it end like this.  He would not let it end 

like this.  There was another choice.  The woman had told him 

so. 

To Harken’s amazement, Devaul slowly climbed to his 

feet.  He picked up the Stone of Solidarity and raised it high 

above his head.   Then he hurled the Stone of Solidarity 

downward into the ruby ring below.  The Stone spun head over 

hilt, before shattering the image of screaming souls.  The gate 

was no longer open, but broken.  The connection between this 

world and the Abyss was complete, a perfect portal had formed.  

Blackwind filled the chamber, shrouding the room in darkness.  

The knights stabbed Devaul, but he no longer cared.  Death did 

not take him, it embraced him. 

Myer put on his enchanted goggles which pierced any 

darkness.  He saw Devaul standing at the center of the bridge, 

his body decaying.  His flesh rotted off his bones, his armor 

blackened and twisted.  Devaul turned and looked at Myer, but 

his face was gone.  A skull bearing glowing green eyes stared 

back.  With a wave of each of his arms, the cultists fell dead 

around him.  Harken grabbed Baxicurel and ran back towards 

the crystal ring.  The former paladin Devaul stood there 

laughing a terrible, twisted laugh.  He had become a death 

knight. 

Light pierced the chamber from one of the hallways.  

Roland the Red Mage walked into the chamber, his left arm 

missing but his staff shining brightly.  The Sun Lord Selendriel 

limped in behind as Lethias shot down the winged demons 
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around them.  Lethias paused as he sensed a terrible evil approach.  In the center of the 

chamber, a beautiful, lavender-haired woman rose out of the Abyss.  She was covered only 

by her nine snake-headed tails that wrapped around her body.  Roland had read legends of 

her wicked deeds and awful power in the church’s ancient tomes.  She was the demon 

overlord Tessemora.  

Two of Tessemora’s snake-headed tails darted for Harken, but Roland stopped them 

short with a freezing ray of light.  Roland began to draw inscriptions of warding on the floor 

before him, but two more snake-headed tails shot across the chamber, twisted out of the way 

of Lethias’s arrows and plucked out Roland’s eyes.  He could feel demon venom running 

through his veins.  He did not have long and searched quickly through his pouch. 

Myer sprinted towards the three as legions of demons arose from the unrestricted 

portal.  A storm of arrows flew past him as Lethias tried to slow his pursuers.  Virgil 

charged his former master, but with a wave of Devaul’s skeletal hand Virgil went limp and 

fell into the darkness below.  Devaul picked up a sword from one of the fallen knights and, 

together with Tessemora, walked towards the heroes.   

Valandil was dead.  Roland was dying.  Myer and Selendriel bled from several 

wounds.  Lethias was running short on arrows.  Devaul had betrayed them.  The Crystal 

Maiden was no more.  The blackwind of the Abyss whirled all around them and demons 

flooded into the chamber.  Roland pulled their last hope out of his pouch, the eye of the white 

dragon Frostlight.  He whispered the words of a transmutation known only to a handful in 

the world, and even fewer who had the necessary component.  A portal opened before 

Roland, through which the heroes viewed sand and sea.  Selendriel passed through, then 

Lethias, and Myer.  Myer turned to see Roland, blood dripping down his face, waving 

goodbye with his remaining arm.  As Myer tried to reenter the portal Harken barreled into 

him, both of them landing the sand.  When Myer looked up, the portal was gone. 
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EPILOGUE 

 On the peaceful shores of Auranoch, looking out upon 

the sparkling sea, King Myer Crowbourne presented an exquisite 

ring, taken from the hoard of the dragon Frostlight, to the Sun 

Lord Selendriel.  He asked her to be his bride and she joyfully 

accepted.  The wedding ceremony was held under the trees of 

Ley Seren.  Harken was Myer’s best man, Nickel-Eye played the 

music, and Elona Silversight performed the rites.  Myer and 

Selendriel promised their eternal love to one other and sealed 

their vow with a kiss.  Among the fanfare and cheer, the Sun 

Elven lords whispered their doubt and disapproval.   

 After the celebration, Nickel-Eye the Tune and Harken 

Hawk travelled west.  In the kingdom of Kendreoth, at the city 

of Hadranth, the birthplace of Nickel-Eye and his half-brother 

Roland, the two erected a gravestone in memory of Roland’s 

passing.  They continued westward to the Moon Elven forest of 

Seldelar and told Valandil’s people of his sacrifice.  There was 

nothing left of Valandil except the story of his bravery.  As they 

left the forest, Harken pulled out the Trevusphere.  The path to 

all the world’s rarest treasures lay open to them. 

 Lethias Leith’Koras retreated deep into Ley Seren’s 

forest, bringing with him a group of hand-picked elven warriors.  

He knew a dark tide was coming and wasted no time in preparing 

for the looming threat.  Lethias had come from a long line of 

undead hunters, but times were changing and so had his prey.  

Their most dangerous foes were no longer the unliving but the 

demonic legions of the Abyss itself.   
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 Two months after the battle at the Diamond Gate, Warstran’s army invaded La 

Felle lead by the death knight Lord Devaul and the demon overlord Tessemora.  The heroes’ 

quest to stop one evil had given rise to another.  The time of peace had truly ended.  A new 

Realm War had begun. 
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